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First view is the map of the city with Public
Transporation (Bus,Train,Tram stops, bike
rack or rental) then with an external
dashboard you can add or remove POIs
related to, Accommodations, Foods and
Touristic Information.

The proposition of this app is for Tourist Office
(instead of give city plan) and release for free
on stores maybe also with a QR code.

Give people simple and near-realtime information about what to to in the city and how do on it.
We create 2 webapps using the Snap4City data for HELSINKI (but can be extended wherever
thanks to the data standardization with a minumum effort)

What is Greenwalk?
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Greenwalk is a pay-plugin for this base application that give to customers a realtime
measure of Air Quality and Wind condition in a specific track they want to follow inside the
city.

Steps to follow are very simple: 
1 – connect to the webapp
2 – insert the marker start where you want to start your track
3 – insert the marker finish where you want to finish your track

The system will trigger automatically a path, shown as train of arrows, with indication of air
quality using AQI index mixed to intensity and direction of the wind on last measure.

Both measure (AQI and Wind) are taken from the nearest sensor to each arrow
AQI is 91%, Wind 9% of total score who give the color to the arrow according with the 
standard of air quality (from green to dark red)
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- Greenwalk-BabyMode (walks in safe areas or playgrounds)

Other plugins example (easily developing starting by Greenwalk) can be:

- PetWalk (specific for our pets)
- Run4city (suggested tracks for runners)

All this PoC had been developed using the NodeRED platform of snap4city environment

Not yet supported the start/end in same point adding multiple point to calculate best track
Actually best fit only in webapp mode

As extra info are shown Bio Shops in the city with information merged between Snap4city
catalog and Yelp APIs for some dish images.
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DEMO TIME

http://tiny.cc/2ple

https://tiny.cc/2ple
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